The Whirlwind Of Michael Cohen’s Testimony
Per The Live ABC News Special Report
Mr. Elijah Cummings was the committee chairman of the hearing.
Mr. Cumming’s opening statement immediately directed Cohen’s attention to a 3/17/17 meeting at the
Whitehouse where President Trump was alleged to have made an illegal reimbursement payment to Michael
Cohen, himself, from his personal bank account. Cohen confirmed the meeting but stated the substance and
purpose of the meeting was not entirely accurate. Cohen also provided proof in a copy of the partial payment
check for $35,000 that President Trump wrote and provided during that meeting.
Mr. Meadows, a member of the House Oversight Committee, immediately moved to postpone the hearing
because Cohen provided alleged pertinent evidence that could not be reviewed within the strict 24-hour rule for
like evidence. Mr. Meadows further moved to appeal the board’s unfavorable ruling of the board’s decision to
wave the rule that specifically warrants discovery evidence must be provided within 24 hours.
Mr. Cummings opened the hearing targeting Cohen's relations to President Trump and arguably overt acts in a
possible Rico conspiracy detailing a specific timeline of events alleging Trump deliberately committed perjury
regarding various investigations and specific relations dealings before and during his presidential office.
To many Americans, President Trump has not been forthright with the American people regarding various
investigations as documented.
In addressing Mr. Cohen the chairmen opened with a reference to Dr. Martin Luther King.
Mr. Jordan’s opening statement targeted and questioned the alleged truth associated to violating attorneyclient rights and a bevy of other allegations targeting the committee’s choice of giving a convicted felon, an
informant, the power of this public platform to disrespect President Trump.
Mr. Cummings hit his gavel against Mr. Jordan's tactics and behaviors.
Cohen opened his testimony with business regrets
referring to Trump as an enigma, a racist, a con man, and a cheat
the buildup of Cohen's testimony was to assist
the American people and the alleged resourcefully weak –
I'm talking this was a level of informant activities
of epic proportions like none never seen before
just look at the double standards of law applications
Michael Cohen v. Donald Trump facing off on Mt. Rushmore –
Cohen gave a bevy of ethically and morally invading allegations
in which he alleged to regret personal and professional relations
alleging Trump's overbearing dispositions and ego trips
thinks he's worth more than life's purposes and abbreviations –

Cohen informed the committee how Trump deflates and inflates
his net worth for personal gains when beneficial
expressing deep regrets about lying to Mrs. Trump about every
known violations be it adulterous in the physical, spiritual or visual –
it was stated Trump threatened his school system
to withhold records for personal and campaign reasons
it was stated Trump belittles the late John McCain and his credentials
to a level of disrespect transcending American and Russian seasons –
Cohen said he has been soul searching trying to salvage
his family name taking accountability for everything he's done wrong
Cohen referenced Exhibit 8 where Trump considers Cohen a rat
who exemplifies a disgrace of a man and everything known wrong –
as of February 26, 2019, professionally and legally
Cohen is no longer a fraternity member or a lawyer
Cohen’s testimony has alarmed a traveling Donald Trump
with Trump being an aircraft carrier and Cohen the war-ready destroyer –
so many conspiracies to mention the loss of control
is out of control publicity is leaking from the roof
it was stated "the Republicans were not afraid of
Cohen's lies they were afraid of all of Cohen truths" –
Mr. Gosar called Cohen "a pathological liar"
trying to reap the benefits of an informant cooperating
Mr. Gosar, America’s mass incarceration problems
are propelled around double standards and informants cooperating –
The hearing held its first recess.
analyzing what stood out was the gravity of the hearing
and Michael Cohen’s unwavering demeanor and poise
further alarmed the republicans never denied the meat of Cohen's testimony
however, Trump Jr. tweets confirmed he was undeniably annoyed –
Mr. Thomas specifically spoke on the timing of Trump's activities
while inquiring about the "catch kill language and purposes"
what was more intriguing was how this was
really our first travels within Trump's universe with a purpose –
The hearing resumed.

Ms. Foxx exploited Cohen’s fraud activities
continuing to beat a dead horse
Cohen alleged Trump surpassed 9,000 lies begging
Mr. Jordan to address illegal activities and remain that course –
Mr. Massie asked Cohen if he was a good lawyer to Trump
Cohen stated yes, Massie felt Cohen was incompetent counsel
Mr. Higgins questioned Cohen about exculpatory evidence
reminiscing of his law enforcement days acting politically macho –
the Republicans were focusing their time on public information
Mr. Meadows express concerns over deceit and possible lies
Mr. Raskin wanted clarification about "the catch and kill" terminology
Cohen referred to Stormy Daniels, like bribery payouts, and publicity cries –
black eyes were associated with the Russian gangster Felix Satar
who was primarily associated with Moscow business relations
Glenn Grothman defended Trump's person and character
alleged to be based on personal experiences and official relations –
Cohen explains what a rule 35 motion was and the
benefits of testifying as a government informant
Meadows questioned Cohen about withholding evidence
violating the 24-hour rule of review alleging the violation was enormous –
Mr. Rouda confirmed there are ongoing investigations
Mr. Amash questioned why Cohen was ever hired
Cohen stated it was because of prior relations
and Donald Trump Jr. and prior relations ultimately secured the hire –
Cohen stated Trump speaks in code that he knows all too well
Amash asked what Trump fears most about him testifying
Cohen responded that was a tuff question he could not answer
clearly expressing remorse without lying or crying –
Stephanie Clifford defended servicemen and the constitution
because of personal, as a leader, and alleged honorable reasons
she inquired about meetings alleging campaign violations
that Michael Cohen confirmed lasted over various seasons –
Mr. Gibbs appeared predictable once again
targeting Cohen’s credibility and testifying intent
Mr. Gibbs alleged Cohen was not remorseful and blames others
enjoying the perks of other’s money being ultimately well spent –

Cohen stated he takes no pleasure in defaming President Trump
Mr. Jordan inquired if Cohen started with Trump’s presidential campaign
Mr. Cohen quickly confirms yes while reiterating
providing a website, some history, and it's associated domains –
Mr. Sarbanes alleged Cohen had more to lose
then he had to gain wanting to make the record right
then Sarbanes switched gears calling Cohen’s testimony
"compelling and credible because of his direct insider insight" –
Mr. Higgins expressed remorse to the Cohen family
for all they were presently going through
stating Cohen is in a bind trying to find his way out
"reminding him of many individuals he has arrested and seen through" –
Mr. Welch referred to Roger Stone and Hillary Clinton
regarding a "massive dump of emails"
Mr. Welch further established Trump's past and present
knowledge regarding the email dumps clearly waiting to exhale –
Mr. Welch’s last question was associated with Mr. Raskin’s questions
surrounding bribery payouts and or arrangements
Mr. Norman asked Cohen if he ever illegally wiretapped Trump
Cohen quickly confirmed "yes" alleging to protect his legal engagements –
Mrs. Carol, the American people just may be as appalled as you
you appeared insensitive and or ignorant to America’s active practices
Ms. Kelly focused on bribery payments and shell companies
created for like payments for strippers, actors, and actresses –
Kelly Armstrong targeted moral and ethical standards
reiterating the importance of preserving attorney-client privileges
exhibiting a loyalty of spoken and unspoken qualities
that vows to protect-attorney client privileges –
Mr. DeSaulnier inquired about the Trump Towers
and undisclosed businesses and or Russia relations
many names were implicated influencing CNBC polls
for campaigning and personal benefits and affiliations –
Mr. Greg Steube again tried shaking Cohen
by attacking his credibility to no avail
Cohen again expressed remorse for lying to the first lady
whom he felt deserved the truth not the tales from hell –

Brenda Lawrence expressed being insulted by racial
and harassing behaviors from Trump and Guliani
Ms. Plaskett, as a former prosecutor, recommended an internal complaint
be filed for witness intimidation being committed by Trump employees –
The hearing held its second recess.
The hearing resumed and subsequently carried
the same momentum ending with the same tempo
Michael Cohen undoubtedly is still Michael Cohen
as President Trump is still Donald Trump tweeting nuclear missiles –
The republicans downplaying and or attempting to discredit Michael Cohen, a key power player and insider
turned informant, will force the American people to look a little differently at the ramifications of this hearing.
The American people are resilient and you cannot continue to tell us it’s dark outside when the day is lovely
and the sun is clearly shinning.
However, what's just as alarming the Republicans did not seek the truth or any possible content to defame and
or assist President Donald Trump's allies or oppositions for that matter. In fact, the Republicans acted like they
were continuously appalled that the Democrats provided a defamed convicted felon such a global platform for
alleged slander, lies, illegal, and or unethical activities.
Although there are many unanswered questions regarding motives and or possible intent associated with
President Trump's personal and or business relations, what's factual is, (1) it appears Trump has been
continuously caught not being forthright throughout various inquiries of his presidency, and (2) the Republicans
must understand the double standards of law applications and tactics used cannot continue and should not
continue to differ from the ground floors of the American people compared to the political realms of money and
power as they clearly are.
Undoubtedly the ground levels of society throughout alleged high crime and drug infested neighborhoods we
would have been investigated for Rico behaviors because the core of this hearing has clearly and legally
established more than enough overt acts.
The tactics of using defamed and known convicted informants who have clearly been documented committing
perjury on various levels to assist the state, government, themselves, and or the unknown has become the
American norm throughout our judicial community.
Unfortunately, the charging entities continue to afford incentives, sentencing leniency and money for informant
testimony, which ultimately caters to the DNA of mass incarceration, illegal and or tainted convictions, and
sentencing disparities amongst other troubling dynamics.
The whirlwind of Michael Cohen testimony regardless if you are a President Trump ally or a Michael Cohen
supporter, hate it, like it, or love it, Trump’s and Cohen's personal and or professional relationship like this
hearing has stamped its signature on history.
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